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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Ã¢â‚¬Â¢Ã‚Â Together in one volumeÃ¢â‚¬â€•the first three

books in the worldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most beloved science-fiction series! DRAGONFLIGHT On a beautiful

world called Pern, an ancient way of life is about to come under attack. Lessa is an outcast

survivorÃ¢â‚¬â€•her parents murdered, her birthright stolenÃ¢â‚¬â€•a strong young woman who has

never stopped dreaming of revenge. But when an ancient threat reemerges, Lessa will

riseÃ¢â‚¬â€•upon the back of a great dragon with whom she shares a telepathic bond more intimate

than any human connection. Together, dragon and rider will fly, and Pern will be changed forever.

DRAGONQUEST Since Lessa and Ramoth, her golden queen dragon, traveled into the past to

bring forward a small army of dragons and riders to save their world from deadly alien spores, fear

and desperation have spread across the land. But while the dragonriders struggle with threats both

human and otherworldly, a young rider named FÃ¢â‚¬â„¢nor and his brown dragon, Canth, hatch a

bold plan to destroy the alien scourge at its sourceÃ¢â‚¬â€•the baleful Red Star that fills the

heavens and promises doom to all.Ã‚Â  THE WHITE DRAGON Never in the history of Pern has

there been a dragon like Ruth. Mocked by other dragons for his small size and pure white color,

Ruth is smart, brave, and loyalÃ¢â‚¬â€•qualities that he shares with his rider, the young Lord

Jaxom. Unfortunately, Jaxom is also looked down upon by his fellow lords, and by other riders as

well. His dreams of joining the dragonriders in defending Pern are dismissed. What else can Jaxom

and Ruth do but strike out on their own, pursuing in secret all they are denied? But in doing so, the

two friends will find themselves facing a desperate choiceÃ¢â‚¬â€•one that will push their bond to

the breaking point . . . and threaten the future of Pern itself.
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First, I'd like to say that I love these books. I re-read them ever couple years and it's a fresh story

with new meaning each time. For me it's a timeless series.I offer many thanks to Anne MaCaffery

and her son Todd McCaffery who has picked up the reins of story telling with the Realms of Pern.As

for the Kindle Edition of this book, I am sorely disappointed in the typographical errors. In a time

when we have simple spell checking on just about every application we use, it's depressing to see

this digital media plagued with such inconsideration for the reader.The spelling of the character

names are misspelled, sometimes from paragraph to paragraph. There are major typographical

mistakes in connection words that require the reader to read, and then re-read the entire sentence

to discern the actual word intended as different words could change then entire feel and meaning of

the sentence.Paying roughly the same for this Kindle Edition as I would for a new mass-market

paperback, I question why anyone would pay full price when a print copy can be acquired, used, at

a faction of the cost.The Kindle Edition is a sad disservice to the readers and fans of Anne

McCaffery.Del Rey and Random House Digital should be ashamed of themselves for releasing such

a poor quality product!!

An exciting adventure in the far reaches of the universe. A planet where the colonist's have evolved

into a feudalistic society, where dragons and their telepathically linked riders save Pern from a

ravaging, mindless organism that falls from the skies, as it is thrown into Pern's gravity well during

an Asteroid's pass near Pern. The descendants of the colonists call it Thread. It will devour anything

in it's path, unless the weather is freezing or the Dragon Riders flame it with dragon flames. It has

been 400 years since the last pass, Dragon Riders are being seen as slouchers and not worth

supporting, most people think that Thread will never fall again or don't believe the legends of the

past. There are few Riders left to cover a whole planet and Thread is indeed coming. This is where

this story starts and the adventure begins. I first read this story in Junior High School and read it

over and over. I discover something new in the story every time, it is so rich in detail character. You



just believe these people are real somewhere out there in the universe.

I first read Dragonsdawn decades ago when it first cam out in hard copy. I loved it then and I love it

now. While it is not the first book in the series, it is a good starting point for anyone who has never

read the series. The book is full of the history of the planet Pern and the people who settled there. It

explains how the Dragons came into being and a lot of other facts not provided in the books that

introduced Pern and their battle with the deadly Thread to readers long before this book and it is

one of my favourites in the series.What is bad about the book is the fact that the publisher did not

proof the digitization of the original text. While there aren't pages and pages of mispelled words

there are enough to be distracting when you are reading.Still, this is a must have book and I

recommend it to anyone interested in acquiring it.

I loved the book so much that I wanted to have a copy to listen to while I was driving. The only

complaint that I have is that the discs were mislabeled. Instead of disc 2 being disc 2 it turned out to

be disc 10, that was a little annoying to find out in the middle of driving down the freeway putting in

what you thought was going to be the second disc only to find out that you suddenly jumped from

the beginning of the book to almost the end.

~I love all of Anne McCaffreyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s books. Having read the hardcover versions, I

purchased this for my Kindle.~Yes, there are typos and text issuesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦perhaps I am

able to overlook them because I can get lost in the story. And what a great story it is!~I would

recommend this bookÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦the whole series actuallyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦to anyone who

would like to get started on reading sci-fi fantasy. It will get you hooked.

Imagine that you left your home land or world to start a new, a group of people decided that the

Earth, is no longer a place for them to be! Their are various reasons. Lucky for them the technology

and star travel is possible, their are dozen or hundreds more, for colonization . To start fresh to build

a society of their own! The planet it self is Earth-like in many ways. But the original report seen

complete but that was about hundred years ago. And records were lost or incomplete. A new

danger is troblem this world they now call home! A danger which they must success or see their

new home die before help can be sent!

The Dragonriders of Pern sets the example for a different kind of Science Fiction adventure, in fact,



you will begin by thinking it is Fantasy, but it isn't. What if a planet is settled by humans, everything

is going really well and then one catastrophe after another hits until all technology is lost. Millennia

pass and the descendants of the humans begin learning the truth about everything except why this

planet, with so many dangers, was chosen...Parallel Earth, Resources Negligible. The dragons's

characters mimic their riders, no one seems to notice this, especially the riders and this can lead to

many humorous exchanges between dragon and rider. Imagine arguing with yourself...literally, only

a much larger self with claws, and some can breathe fire, as well. After over 1500 years on a planet

where disaster strikes every 200 years and last for 50 years everyone is getting a bit disgusted with

their lot in life. Now many of the people think it won' happen again How the dragonriders deal with

this and the disaster that is about to strike again makes for very tense reading. The humor comes as

a great release. If you have not read these books, you really need to do so. I consider them a

classic in their own genre and they are Anne McCaffrey at her very best.
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